
First-in, First-out Chip Dispensers

Your chips are always fresh, hot and crispy!

Chip Warmers
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*Download specification sheets for full details.
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 Problems inherent in drawer warmer holding are eliminated 

with Carter-Hoffmann Chip Warmers: 
Consistent serving temperatures  
The first-in, first-out design of Carter-Hoffmann Chip Warmers 
ensures even temperatures throughout. Chips are loaded in 
the top door, giving them time to warm up while you serve the 
warmest chips from the bottom door.
Fewer broken chips 
Service from the bottom door, along with an exclusive chip 
ramp inside reduces chip breakage. Crumbs drop through
the grates on the ramp and collect in a crumb pan so you 
don’t serve them to your patrons. 
Space, Space, Space!
Carter-Hoffmann Chip Warmers have more space than drawer 
warmers. To hold the same volume as a Carter-Hoffmann
Chip Wamer, you would need several drawers. Save your drawer 
warmers for more appropriate items.
Versatile In addition to chips, you can warm and dispense 
peanuts, kettle chips,... even wrapped baked potatoes!

Ditch the drawer warmers... there’s a better way to hold & serve chips!
Carter-Hoffmann chip warmers assure a continuous supply of hot, fresh chips in the busiest 
of restaurants.

CW1

“I want you to know how happy we are with our change to the 
Carter-Hoffmann CW4 chip warmer. We were looking for a superior 
product and positive solution to our chip dispensing needs.  
I have been very pleased with sound construction, reliability and 
design of your product. It has given us a dependable, cost effective 
solution to our chip dispensing needs.”
 
    Dickie Overstreet, VP Properties
    Food Concepts International,
    Abuelo’s Mexican Food Embassy

Other Satisfied Customers include:
  Azteca, Don Eduardos, Tecate Grill, Tijuana Flats,Cantina Laredo,   
  El Chico, Uncle Julios, Posado’s, JJ Pulido’s, On the Border,
  Taco Del Mar, Chili’s, Pappas Restaurants, Casa Ole, Pepe’s Tacos,
  Cozymel, Mexican Inn, Mexican Restaurants

 They’ll impress your patrons and sell your menu!

CARTER-HOFFMANN
1551 McCormick Avenue, Mundelein, IL  60060
847.362.5500 • 800.323.9793
www.carter-hoffmann.com
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